A new method in thermal ionization mass spectrometry (TIMS) was developed to correct peak tailing backgrounds in the isotope ratio measurements of uranium in ultra trace levels for higher accuracy. Two different uranium standard reference materials (U005 and U030) were used to construct databases of signal intensities at mass 234 u and mass 236 u, which correspond to the two uranium minor isotopes, and signal intensity of 238 U. Correlations between peak tailing backgrounds and 238 U were obtained by least-squares regression on calculated backgrounds at mass 234 u and mass 236 u with respect to the signal intensity of 238 U followed by separation of the peak tails of the two major isotopes of uranium ( 235 U and 238 U), which enables us to obtain a master equation for peak tailing background correction on all kinds of samples. Verification of the correction method was carried out using U010 and IRMM-040a.
Introduction
As the recent fast growth of atomic energy industries requires a high degree of transparency, the importance of the isotope ratio measurements of uranium in environmental samples with high accuracy and precision is being improved. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] The high precision of the isotope ratio measurements is ensured by utilizing state-of-the-art instruments, such as the thermal ionization mass spectrometer (TIMS) 2-4,7-14 and the multi collector inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (MC-ICP-MS). [15] [16] [17] [18] On the other hand, high precision itself does not necessarily guarantee that the measurement is accurate. Instead, some calibration and/or correction are additionally required to reduce the systematic errors by covering detector calibration and mass bias correction. 4 In general, background is not considered as a significant correction factor to improve measurement accuracy, especially when the target of a measurement is a process sample which contains more than a few micrograms of nuclear materials and fission products. Since the actual ion signal intensities in the mass spectrum stemming from the sample are relatively large with respect to that of background, there is often no need to apply background correction for accuracy improvement. As the amount of target materials becomes smaller, however, the importance of the background contribution gradually increases up to a point where it results in a significant bias to the isotope ratio measurements. A typical environmental sample contains a small amount of uranium ranged from a few tens of picogram to a few nanograms, which fall into this case.
A possible origin of uranium background in the mass spectrum is the impurity contained in the reagents used in chemical preparation. This can be removed or significantly reduced by using ultra pure grades of reagents, such as triple distilled water and a suprapur grade of nitric acid. In the case of TIMS, an additional background contribution comes from the impurity in the filament used for sample loading, evaporation, and ionization. A degassing process described in the experimental section reduces the uranium impurity in a filament to negligible levels.
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The peak tailing caused by energy dispersion of ions is another source of background in the isotopic analysis by mass spectrometry. Ion scatterings by gas molecules in a flight tube and ion reflections from a chamber wall are the main causes of the energy dispersion of ions affecting abundance sensitivity. 20 Therefore, some ions with dispersed energy interfere with the ions with different masses. Peak tailing must be considered seriously when the peak of a minor isotope is adjacent to that of an extremely abundant isotope. The isotopic analysis of uranium minor isotopes, such as
234

U and
236
U, is a case in point. The two isotopes in mass spectrum are close to the uranium major isotopes,
235
U and 238 U, of which the abundances are typically 3 and 5 orders of magnitude higher than those of the minor isotopes, respectively.
The use of a retarding potential quadrupole lens (RPQ), a kind of energy filter to eliminate the ions with inappropriate energy, improves the abundance sensitivity by a factor of several hundreds. 21 On the other hand, it decreases detection sensitivity and increases dark noise, which are critical drawbacks to the isotopic analysis of ultra trace levels of elements since a relatively large amount of sample is required and the precision is sacrificed. The backgrounds from the peak tailing of the uranium major isotopes can be subtracted from the total signal intensities corresponding to the uranium minor isotope by estimating the backgrounds using offpeaks measurements. 4 In this method, a measurement at mass 233.5 u, mass 234.5 u, mass 235.5 u, and mass 236.5 u is performed in each multi-dynamic mass cycle to calculate the backgrounds at mass 234 u and mass 235 u by averaging the intensities of corresponding off-peak. Although this method enables us to correct the peak tailing effect using the backgrounds measured in-situ, an additional sample amount is necessary for this measurement step.
Makishima et al. used a different correction method employing a linear relationship between the 238 U signal intensity and the background at mass 234 u estimated at the offpeak masses.
18 They suggested that the peak tailing contribution of 238 U at mass 234 u is approximately 10 U to the tailing background at mass 234 u should not be neglected due to the closeness in mass. In the same manner, this method is inappropriate for correcting the background at mass 236 u. Therefore, a new correction method for the peak tailing effect, which is universally suitable for the analysis of environmental samples, is required
In this study, we have separated the contributions of the two uranium major isotopes to the tailing backgrounds at mass 234 u and mass 236 u to correct the peak tailing effect for an accurate isotopic analysis of uranium in ultra trace levels. Two different uranium standard solutions are used to deduce correlations between each major isotope and the tailing backgrounds at mass 234 u and mass 236 u. The applicability of this correction method is evaluated by using other uranium standards.
Experimental
The measurement was performed by TIMS (TRITON, Thermo Scientific). A differential pumping system consisting of a turbo-molecular pump and two ion-getter pumps maintained the ultra-high vacuum of the system. In the thermal ionization source, the double filament assembly evaporated and ionized the sample by a temperature of 1800 o C. A magnetic sector separated the ions spatially by masses (i.e., mass to charge ratio), which were then detected by a combination of faraday cups and a secondary electron multiplier (SEM).
Prior to sample loading, the filaments prepared from zonerefined rhenium ribbon (0.04 mm and 0.7 mm in thickness and width, respectively, Thermo Scientific) were degassed under vacuum (~10 −7 mbar) at 4.5 A for 60 min. A preliminary experiment showed that the 238 U background from the impurity in an assembly of double-filament was significantly reduced by the degassing procedure. 19 The background at mass 238 from an assembly of double-filament was approximately a few cps corresponding to less than one femtogram. Since this amount is a negligible level compared to the amount of the actual sample (1 ng), no further corrections regarding the 238 U background from filaments were made.
The data acquisition method consisted of three steps as shown in Table 1 . In each step, a secondary electron multiplier (SEM) without RPQ, and a corresponding faraday cup were used for the simultaneous detection of uranium isotopes, which cancels out signal fluctuation during data acquisition. The integration times for the steps were 4s and 2s for the minor isotopes and 235 U, respectively. Acid digestion of uranium certified reference materials (U005, U010, U030, National Bureau of Standards, IRMM040a, Institute of Reference Materials and Measurements) with nitric acid (Suprapur, Merck) were performed to prepare uranium standard solutions followed by dilution with 1 M HNO 3 .
Results and Discussion U Ratio. Thirteen and eight isotopic measurements for U005 and U030, respectively, were carried out. The ion signals at mass 234 u, mass 235 u, and mass 236 u in cps were measured with the corresponding ion signals at mass 238 u in volt simultaneously as described in Table 1 . The continuous heating method, 12 in which data collection was performed with a gradual increase in the current of evaporation filament (EF) up to 4500mA, was applied. As the EF current was raised with a fixed ionization current, the ion signals increased until a certain temperature, and then decreased once the sample was entirely consumed. Therefore, considerable numbers of data sets at different 238 U intensities were accumulated for statistics.
For determination of the isotope ratios, only the data sets, U signal intensity, were chosen for data analysis to avoid unnecessarily large uncertainty arising from relatively small signal intensities. The weighted mean and the weighted standard deviation for the isotope ratios were calculated by applying weights (w i ) defined as follows: (1) where I i is the signal intensity of 235 U in "the range of 15-100%" described above. The signal intensity of 235 U detected by SEM, instead of that of 238 U detected by faraday cups, was used to obtain the weights due to the relatively small uncertainty. Table 2 shows the measured n( 
The calculated background data sets ( versus I 238 ) for a standard reference material were merged into a database. Each database consists of 879 and 491 data sets for U005 and U030, respectively. A least-squares regression was carried out to obtain the correlations between the backgrounds and the measured 238 U signal intensities (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 ), which are summarized in Table 3 . The correlations were expressed as , where a is the slope of least-squares regression, named as 'the background coefficient', and the subscript ( j) represent the samples of interest. The intercepts having extremely small values were neglected considering the uncertainty range with a 95% confidence level. The uncertainty ranges in the background coefficients are expanded uncertainties U = k·u c following the ISO/BIPM Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM) 22 where k is a coverage factor and u c is the combined standard uncertainty. k was set to 2 in this study.
Separation of Peak Tailing Effects from the Two Major Uranium Isotopes. Since the backgrounds, whose correlations with I 238 were obtained above, simultaneously arise from the peak tails of the two major uranium isotopes,
235
U and 238 U, the application of the background coefficients in Table 3 is limited to the specific samples unless the two peak tails are separated.
The background coefficient of sample j at mass i, can be rewritten as follows (see Appendix): where R is the isotope ratio of 235 U/
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U of a sample, and and are the individual background coefficients at mass i arising from the peak tails of 235 U and 238 U, respectively, which correspond to the values of simultaneous equations constructed using two different samples, such as U005 and U030 in this study. Table 4 shows the individual background coefficients at mass 234 u and mass 236 u obtained from the background coefficients listed in Table 3 . The uncertainty ranges are expanded uncertainties U = k·u c following the ISO/BIPM GUM where k is the coverage factor and uc is the combined standard uncertainty. k is set to 2 in this study.
As shown in Table 4 Table 4 were combined by eq. (6) to obtain and , which were 38 cps/ V and 123 cps/V, respectively. As seen in Table 5 , the accuracy of the isotope ratios was clearly improved by applying the correction method. Since the individual background coefficient at mass 236 u is greater than that at mass 234 u, the degree of improvement in accuracy was more remarkable in n(
The versatility of the correction method was verified with IRMM-040a, a certified isotopic reference material, of which the major isotope is 233 U instead of 238 U. We focused on the peak tailing effect of 233 U on mass 234 u. Assuming that the peak tails of 235 U and 238 U are negligible due to their low abundance, the background coefficient for mass 234 u is expressed as eq. (7). 
As the individual background coefficients of P depend on the mass difference from the origin, P
234
( 233 U) can be, as a first approximation, set equal to P 236 ( 235 U) in Table 4 . It must be noted that P 234 ( 235 U) is only an approximation considering that mass 234 u is heavier than mass 233 and the peak tailing effect is uneven for lighter and heavier masses with respect to the origin. Table 6 shows that applying the correction method enhances the accuracy of the four measurements of the IRMM-040a samples.
Conclusion
A correction method for the backgrounds at mass 234 u and mass 236 u originated from the peak tails of the major isotopes of uranium was developed for accurate isotopic measurements of uranium at ultra-trace levels. The isotopes of uranium in two different uranium certified reference materials were measured using TIMS to derive the correlations between the backgrounds of the minor isotopes and the ion signals of 238 U followed by determining the corresponding background coefficients. The application of the correction method to the isotopic measurements of U010 and IRMM-040a improved the accuracy of the isotope ratios, especially n( 236 U)/n( 238 U). The correction method can be potentially applied not only to TIMS, but also to other mass spectrometric techniques like ICP-MS. 
